SCHOOL OF BOOZE

A Selection of Jane Peyton’s 5 Star Reviews For Her Private London Pub Tour
Jane Is SUPERB! Knowledge, Personality, Organization, Pub Selection And ALL!
Jane is a SUPERB tour guide for the pubs of London. She CANNOT be matched for her knowledge of
Beer and Cider, and has great insight into what each of her clients is looking for. Her personality is fun, yet
the knowledge is SECOND TO NONE. She chose such historical, cool pubs, and she made sure we ALL
enjoyed! DO THIS!!!
Lainie. Athens, GA
Best Way To See The Pubs Of London
There are not enough adjectives to describe how much fun we had on our pub tour with Jane. Not only do
you get a historical perspective of the pubs and some London history, but Jane truly is knowledgeable about
beers and spirits. She will take you to pubs that only locals know about (and some that even locals might
miss), direct you to the tastiest beers, and you will have the time of your life--we laughed until we cried. I
actually live in London with my husband and had booked this tour for a friend who was visiting from the
States. We had such a blast that I am planning on booking another. I just might have to start booking this
tour every time we have a visitor. Thanks, Jane, for an amazing, unforgettable time!! I can't wait to do it again!
NJ, San Francisco
Jane + Real English Ale + Fun Folklore = Perfect Afternoon In London!
Jane is an absolute gem; as were all the pubs she took us to! If you are spending time in London, and are
considering the usual tourist attractions, I would 100% recommend you spend an afternoon with Jane
instead! Not only is she a wealth of information on beer and history, but she is so fun to be around it was
if we'd been friends for ages catching up over great beer and great company. The tours are intimate and she
will tailor the tour to the interest of the group, which makes it all the more personal and enjoyable. Couldn't
recommend more. Thank you Jane, can't wait to book another tour with you!
Alexandra R, USA
Hiccups, History, Hilarity
We TRULY enjoyed our afternoon with Jane. She is warm, gracious, funny, knowledgeable, and well able to
manage far reaching conversations about beer, Brexit, history, and politics. The pubs were intimate, gorgeous,
and the beer outstanding. We learned about beer, had a refreshing glimpse into London’s pub culture, and
Jane also make recommendations for the rest of our trip which were spot on. At the end of the day I felt I
had made a friend. Highly recommend.
Melissa D, Santa Monica, CA
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Extraordinary Afternoon! 8 Thumbs Up!
Jane is an absolute treasure. An amazingly knowledgeable guide who is fantastic with all ages. Ours was
a family tour for four with a sixteen and ten year old, both of whom were captivated by Jane and her
immensely entertaining style. Such fantastic energy and so great with adults and children alike. This was my
second tour with her (first one was solo) and every minute is well worth it. Truly the best!
FT, USA
Great Tour
Jane was wonderful. Her knowledge, enthusiasm and sense of humor made our tour one of the best ever.
We didn’t want the rowdy crowded tour; this was an easy pace historical beer tasting fun that all 6 of us will
truly remember. Thanks for a wonderful tour Jane.
Brookley, Charlotte, North Carolina
Most Fun You'll Have In London
I have now done this tour with Jane three times, with a fourth already booked. I assure you that you will
not be disappointed--Jane is a hoot and you will have a marvellous time on your tour. I have booked this
tour for a variety of groups. Everyone I have taken on this tour had a fantastic time and said that this was a
highlight of their visit to London. Not only will Jane make sure that you taste some amazing brews, but she
is an extensive vat of London history knowledge. Jane also possesses a smart wit, which adds to the fun. I
highly recommend that you think about purchasing one of her books during the tour--they make wonderful
keepsakes for visitors, or great stocking stuffers.
Utah, San Francisco, CA
Fabulous!!
We took our young adult children on a pub tour with Jane and it was fantastic!! Cannot say enough good
things about this tour. First, Jane is incredibly witty, engaging and fun to be around. She had us immediately
engaged and laughing. She combines her fun personality with a wealth of knowledge about beer, pubs and
the history of London. It was just the perfect way to spend an afternoon in London, finding hidden historical
pubs, walking the beautiful London streets, learning some London history and drinking outstanding beer
with a fun loving guide! We highly recommend this tour and Jane. It was a definite highlight of our trip!!
Heidi C, Sacramento, CA
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Splendid!
My mother, my friend, and I booked a School of Booze tour with Jane this past Monday. It was splendid.
Aside from her warm and endearing personality, Jane is intelligent, well spoken and committed to ensuring
she leaves her clients sated with knowledge, history and of course, beer. This was my second trip to London
but the first for my mother and friend. The three hours we spent with Jane will be a cherished memory of
our trip to England. I highly recommend booking this tour for both tourist as well as, locals!
Beth, Leawood, KS
Pub Crawl
My wife and I had a great time during our first night in London doing a pub crawl with Jane. Jane is very
knowledge and a real joy to spend time with. We had the opportunity to visit 4 locations with Jane and I
know that Jane spent more that the required time with us and it was greatly appreciated. Would recommend
spending as much time as possible with Jane. A really person to be around. Thanks Jane !
Jim F, Riverside, CA
Fantastic Time!
This was by far our favorite tour we did in London. We loved seeing the historic pubs and Jane was so
knowledgeable on not just the pubs and the beer, but on the history of it all. It wasn't just a "pub crawl"
where you go bar to bar drinking, it was a fun walking tour where we learned a lot about the history of the
pubs and got to see some historic parts of london. My dad and I both really enjoyed this tour (and we got to
drink, so it's really a win-win)! I would definitely recommend, and Jane was absolutely fantastic! Definitely a
must-do!
Jessica L, San Francisco
We Went Back for More!
Two years ago, we booked a pub tour with Jane. We had such a great time that we booked her again last
week for a family vacation - but this time we hired her for a full day - to show us places in London that most
tourists wouldn't include on their agenda. So in addition to some great pubs, we got the history of the old
City of London and in particular the area around Fleet St that serves as a hub for the legal profession, Jane is
extremely flexible and will design any tour according to one's preferences. But what make the tour so fun is
just Jane's great personality, humor and charm. I would highly recommend Jane to anyone going to London.
BT, Katy, Texas
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Great Way To Enjoy London's Pubs
We had a wonderful time enjoying London's historic pubs with Jane.Very fun and interesting. With her as
our guide we experienced a true pub crawl in a way where you did not feel like a tourist. Well worth the
expense!
FL, Fort Myers, Fl
Sublime And So Worth It!
Jane is a treasure. I hired her for a private tour of London during a few free hours on a business trip and our
afternoon was perfection. Informative, entertaining, a wealth of knowledge and a wonderful human being.
Having hired many tour guides in cities around the world, I can assure you she is one of the best. Would give
her 6 stars if it was possible. Two thumbs up.
RH, USA
The Best Pub Tour!
I have seen been on several London tours, but this one was the best so far! Jane provided many stories
during our trip about the history of the pubs we visited, about the current beer situation in England and I
learned a lot. Drinking was only one advantage we had - learning so much was an additional pleasure! We
have tasted at least 8 different types of beer, and Jane provided an expert sommelier opinion and suggestions
of which one to drink. We had delicious food in one of the pubs which ended this wonderful evening. I can
thoroughly recommend Jane as the best beer-guides in London.You should also try!
Suzy, Budapest, Hungary
Great Way To See Local Pubs
Jane Peyton did an awesome job. Took us to some of the oldest local pubs in London. Bought us a 1/2 pint of
either beer or cider at each stop and talked about the history of the pubs , their beers and how they fit into
the community. With a limit of 6 people you get to see some of the local scene you can't get on a regular
tour. Jane is an absolute gem and you will enjoy every minute.
David A, Dublin, OH
Best Tour Of London!
My wife and I have love all kinds of walking and historical tours. Jane’s pub tour is now at the top of our list.
She combines history of beer, culture and history all in one. Her acumen extends well beyond pub trivia and
beer knowledge. She is enthusiastic and engaging. My wife was not a beer enthusiast, prior to the tour. After
Jane’s tour, we both have a new found love for the craft beers and unique flavors that we sampled. Cheers!
Daniel, Fort Myers, Fl
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History + Beer = Fantastic
We had a phenomenal time with Jane as our pub tour guide in London. She took me and my boyfriend to
several pubs and gave us a comical yet historical walking tour between each establishment. But each pub also
had its own history which she knew inside and out. Jane purposely keeps the groups small to up to 6 people
total - and that works perfectly. This is a conversational tour, not a presentation like you might be used to
on other large group tours. It's like you're going bar hopping with your bestie in London! If you have a few
hours and Jane is available: Book this pub tour.You won't regret it.
KDK, USA
Best Day Out In London!
This tour was amazing! We had such a great time meeting Jane and hearing about the history of pubs. I felt
like I learnt a lot about London and got to see things I wouldn't have noticed when walking from each pub.
Jane was friendly, witty and had so much knowledge - not just on beer but on the history of London. I had
such a great time and would highly recommend!
MKF, Brisbane, Australia
40th Birthday Surprise
My wife booked this as a surprise gift for my 40th. We had a great time with Jane who is extremely
knowledgeable about the London historic pub scene and the new craft beer offering (which I am really
into!). She was a wonderful host, wiling to answer all of our questions and take the time to explain things.
I’d highly recommend the tour, both as a private one to a couple or even as part of a larger group. I can’t
wait to do the next one and explore a few more pubs in London.
Darren R, London
Great Way To Spend A Day- A London Beerstory
Our party of six met Jane at Blackfriars Station and quickly began our tour. Jane not only has knowledge
of beer history and the new craft beer movement, but she's got a keen eye on architecture and decor. She
will take you to get a drink, and while you're there, will entertain all your questions about historic London,
the politics of beer, and new and old tastes.You will laugh a lot, as Jane knows a little bit about everything
and will find your particular interest. We had so much fun and will definitely recommend Jane to our
other friends who may travel here. We also tried some pub grub that she recommended and we were not
disappointed.
Catherine T, Houston, TX
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Fun! The Guide Was Fun And She Made The Tour!
Jane knew her stuff! Took us to some great pubs! She told us about the history of the bar and the area we
were in. She also walked around to buildings in the area and told us the history. She also called ahead to a
local bar to see if they would be airing the hockey game for us. Even walked us to the bar after the tour so
we knew where we needed to go after we had dinner. This was one of the highlights of my trip to London. It
was nice that it was just our group too. So we had one on one with her.
FBS, Wildwood, MO
Fantastic Tour
My husband and I did this tour with Jane in mid-October. She was an outstanding guide. She knows her pubs,
and she knows her beer. We saw several interesting pubs, and also got to walk through the Inns of Court.
Jane is very entertaining and the tour is well worth the money. It was the highlight of our trip.
AV, USA
The Ultimate Pub Crawl
Jane is a unique character who knows her stuff!!! She engaged our small group immediately with historical
and quite funny anecdotes about the historical provenance of each pub and their brews and the surrounding
landmarks. Britain's Beer Sommelier is a must do!!!
AG, Aptos, CA
London Pub Crawl That Made Our Trip To London Great!
Was it okay to be more excited about London pubs than London bridge- you bet! We had so much fun
drinking real English beer and taking in historic English pubs than you can possibly imagine. Jane was our
tour guide and provided an afternoon of laughter, great English history and color and just plain fun. Make
sure you find time to add her tour to your trip.
MAJ, USA
We'll Never Look At Fleet Street The Same Again!
Our pub tour with Jane proved to be the highlight of our entire trip! Not only were the pubs that Jane
picked amazing, but our conversation was so full of fun. We all became fast friends and learned much more
about London culture than we ever imagined. And I believe Jane learned a few things about the US along the
way! I highly recommend you select Jane as your tour guide.
BTB, Katy, TX
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Informative and Fun
We spent 3 hours with Jane during our visit to London. We visited four pubs and had a great time. Jane is
informative and funny. We learned about the old pubs we visited, different types of beer and whisky. She also
gave us information about different landmarks we saw as we walked from pub to pub.I recommend this tour
without reservations.You will learn and enjoy the time spent with Jane. She is a lovely lady.
ER, USA
Pub Crawl NOT to be missed!!
I rely on Tripadvisor heavily when planning trips and excursions, but I admit I rarely give a review. But
this Pub Tour was so much fun for our traveling party of 3 couples that I had to comment. Jane is very
personable. She will become your friend (not just a guide) in the matter of minutes.You don't feel like you
are being lectured, just having conversation and in that conversation she is relaying many facts about variety
of beers and ciders. As you are walking she will tell you a little history about buildings, the pubs, languages.
She was with us at least an hour after the tour was finished because we were having so much fun laughing,
talking, sipping! She is a wealth of knowledge and after inquiring where we were staying or what we were
doing the remainder of our stay she wrote down recommendations of places to eat or other pubs to visit.
We thoroughly enjoyed the tour and it was one of the highlights of our trip!
IS, USA
Brilliant!
I never write reviews but I feel compelled to tell you about the amazing time my wife and I had with Jane.
We met up at a tube station near a great pub (I won't tell you which one...take the tour to find out!) and
proceeded for several hours of great times. We learned about London history, architecture, society, and of
course BEER. Jane even gave us "homework"...additional pubs to check out during the rest of our stay in
London based on our interests. Five stars! Highly recommended!
TS, New Orleans, LA
Great Pub Tour!
My son and I went on Jane's historic London Pub Tour in June. I was looking for something that would be
interesting for him (late 20's). We had such a great afternoon as Jane guided us through the streets to some
great pubs sharing with us her expertise in beer and sharing with us fun and interesting historical info about
the pubs. Would highly recommend an afternoon with Jane!
MZ, Laguna Niguel, CA
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Excellent and FUN local pub experience with a super guide
"We have taken two tours from School of Booze - a London Pub walking tour and a London Gin tour.
Both were excellent. Jane, the guide and owner could not be more fun. The tour clearly was focused on the
pubs, history and BEER of London, but Jane tailored the program to meet our needs. We felt like an insider
everywhere we went and were able to try local brews we never would have found. Highly recommended.'
Ken F, St Petersburg, FL
London Pub Tour
We had the privilege of spending the evening of my husband's birthday with Jane, and it was delightful! She
is engaging and knowledgeable, and we learned about the Pubs, the beer and the local attractions. We had a
marvellous experience and would recommend this tour to anyone interested!
MH, Baltimore, MD
Don't Miss It
Our best evening in London. It was not just a pub tour, it was a walking history tour of Old London. Jane is
an acknowledged expert on beer and helped us in choosing just the right brew in each of the historic pubs
we visited. On returning home, it was the Pub Tour that I have talked about. Don't miss it.
Sally, Los Angeles, CA
Awesome!
Excellent time with Jane, not only is she knowledgeable regarding the historic pubs and the colorful history
of London, she also knows her beer and is actually fun to be around! She is not some dry, boring tour guide!
Definitely recommend!!!
Jerod W, Chicago, Il
Best Thing We Did in London
We had a blast with Jane. Not only is she extremely knowledgeable about beer and the history of the pubs
we visited, she was really knowledgeable about London in general. We learned a lot about the culture while
spending a lovely afternoon with Jane. What a treat this was. If you can only do one tour - make it this one.
Bex T, Katy, TX
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